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Let S be a smooth complex projective surface, and f :S ! B be a (relatively minimal)
bration of genus g  2. The relative irregularity q
f











a special important role in the classication theory of ber surfaces. It is well known that
q
f
 g, and the equality holds i f is a trivial bration. This fact suggests that ber surfaces
with large relative irregularity (with respective to g) can be hopefully classied. Indeed, the
ber surfaces of genus 2 with q
f
= 1 were completely classied by Xiao [X1]. The aim of this
note is to give a classication of ber surfaces of genus 3 with q
f
= 2.
Let f :S ! B be a ber surface of genus 3 of variable moduli with q
f
= 2. The constant part
A
f
of the Jacobian bration of f with the natural polarization 
A
f
induced by the Jacobian







, for some d  2, where A
1;d
is the moduli space for









































is the principal modular curve of level d (see
Proposition 1.3). Our main result is the following



























, of genus 3 of variable moduli with the following properities:
(i) For any base change b:B ! C
d
, let f :S ! B be the pullback of f
X;
X
under b. If f has
a section, then f is of type (X;
X
).
(ii) (The universal property of f
X;
X
) Any ber surface f :S ! B of type (X;
X
), with
given  = 
d









The key point of the proof is to construct a family of principally polarized Abelian threefolds
containing the given X as subvariety. The construction is inspired by Xiao's work on the
classication of ber surfaces of genus 2 with q
f
= 1 (cf. [X1, Chap. 3; or X3, Chap. 4].
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1. Proof of the theorem
A ber surface of genus g is a smooth projective complex surface with a relatively minimal
bration whose general ber is a connected curve of genus g.
Let f :S ! B be a ber surface of genus g, F a general ber of f . We dene the relative












By Leray spectral sequence, one has q
f
= q(S)  g(B). We have that q
f
 g(F ), and equality




, induced by f , is not
a constant map; otherwise, we say that f is of constant moduli.
Now let f :S ! B be a ber surface of genus 3 of variable moduli with q
f
= 2. We set




where Alb(S) is the Albanese variety of S. Let p: E ! B be the projection. Then p is a
















where  = (f; alb), alb:S ! Alb(S) is the Albanese map. Let F be a general ber of f .
Denote by (J(F );
J(C)


















is the restriction of  on F , and h
F







is an elliptic curve (by the universial property of the Albanese
map, we have that Ker(h
F
) is connected). Let







where (and in the sequel) we denote by 
Y
the embedding morphism of a variety Y into a
variety which is clear from the content. Clearly, d is independent of the choice of the general
ber F . We have that d  2.
Let A
F
be the Abelian subvariety of J(F ) complementary to E
F
( cf. e.g. [L-B, Chap.
5] for the denition and properties of the complementary Abelian subvariety.) Then A
F
is
isogenous to A. Since f is of variable moduli by assumption, we have that A
F
is independent






is the constant part of the Jacobian

















is of type (1; d) (cf. [L-B, Corollary 12.1.5]).
Let A
1;d
be the moduli space for polarized Abelian surfaces of type (1; d):




: A ber surface f :S ! B of genus 3 of variable moduli
with q
f










Notation 1.2. When (Y;
Y
) is a polarized Abelian variety, we denote by
^
Y its dual, K(
Y
)
the kernel of the natural homomorphism A!
^








































we denote by e
d











Let E be an elliptic curve. Denote by 
E
the canonical principal polarization. A d-level
structure on (E;
E











the moduli space for elliptic curves of level d, and C
d























with the following property: for each t 2 B
o














































Abelian subvariety of J(f






























Now the kernel of h
t




















































































































Since f is of variable moduli, 
f;
is surjective. 



























, of genus 3 of variable moduli with the following properities:
(1.4.1) For any base change b:B ! C
d
, let f :S ! B be the pullback of f
X;
X
under b. If f
has a section, then f is of type (X;
X
).
(1.4.2) (The universal property of f
X;
X
) Any ber surface f :S ! B of type (X;
X
), with
given  = 
d









as in Proposition 1.3.
To prove Theorem 1.4, we need the following lemmas.
4












. Then there is a natural morphism of degree d
:F ! E;
where E is the Abelian subvariety of J(F ) complementary to X. Moreover,  does not factorize
via any etale cover e:E
0
! E, of degree  2.


















































(F ) is an isomorphism, the lemma follows from [L-B, Proposition
11.4.3, Lemma 12.3.1]. 
Lemma 1.6. Let f :S ! B be a ber surface of genus 3 of variable moduli, and F the general
ber of f . Then we have that Aut(F ) = fid
F
g unless F is either hyperelliptic or bielliptic or
3: 1 cyclic cover over an elliptic curve.
Proof. If Aut(F ) 6= fid
F
g, we can choose a  2 Aut(F ) of prime order. Consider the quotient
map :F ! C := F= <  >. If g(C) = 2, then F is hyperelliptic (cf. [Ac]). If g(C)  1, using
the Hurwitz formula for , we have that
ord() =
4 + r
2g(C)  2 + r
;
where r is the number of branch points of . Note that since f is of variable moduli, we have
r  4 if g(C) = 0. So we have
(ord(); g(C); r) = (2; 0; 8); (2; 1; 4); or (3; 1; 2): 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Denote by H
n
the Siegel upper half space of complex symmetric nn-


























































































































; for Z 2 H
2
:
For a suitable choice Z in the orbit G
d













) + n(0; 1) mod
X
) = (m;n);where 0  m; n < d:
Let






be the trivial vector bundle over H
1
. We dene sections u
i
(i = 1;    ; 8) of p as follows. For





(z) = (z; 0; 0); u
2













(z) = (1; 0; 0);
u
5
(z) = (0; 1; 0); u
6





























Let U be the discrete subgroup of sections of V generated by u
i
(i = 1;    ; 8). Then we have
that
j:J : = V=U ! H
1
is a family of Abelian 3-folds.
Clearly u
i
(i = 1;    ; 6) is a basis of V considered as a real vector bundle. There is a real
































) = 0 for 4  k < j  6:


























) = 0 for j 6= 3; 4; 1  j  8:























is the identity 3 3-matrix. So E is integer-valued and unimodular on U .
6
The period matrix of j
 1
(z) (z 2 H
1























































































principal polarization on j
 1


























































































































So U is invariant under the action of ,(d). Hence (1.7) induces an action of ,(d) on J , which
is clearly compatible with the map j:J ! H
1
, with the natural action of ,(d) on H
1
. By







with the relatively ample invertible sheaf

L = L=,(d) is a ber space of principally polarized
Abelian 3-folds.
















= Zz+ Z; and 
z


















































































































































































) is isomorphic to the Jacobian of
a smooth curve of genus 3.








) is isomorphic to either the Jacobian
of a smooth curve of genus 3 or the principally polarized product of an Abelian surface with























) ) is a principally polarized Abelian















(z) ' A  E ! A. By (1.9),












([z]) is an embedding. Now by (1.9) and the projection
formula, we have that
d = (E
z















































) be the coarse moduli space for curves of genus 3 (resp. principally




, which is an immersion










j, factors through t, i.e., there









By the property of the coarse moduli of M
3























, and b = the identity map. In fact, it's enough to show
that the general ber F of f
0
has no nontrivial automorphisms.
(1.11) We note that F is not hyperelliptic. Otherwise, let f
00
be (the compactization and
desingularization of) the pullback of f
0
under a suitable base change such that f
00
has a section,
then we have q
f
00
= 2 by the same argument in (1.12) below. By [X2, Theorem 1], f
00
is of
constant moduli. This is a contradiction.
Now if Aut(F ) 6= id
F
, then F is either bielliptic or 3: 1 cyclic cover over an elliptic curve
by Lemma 1.6 and (1.11). On the other hand, since (X;
X
) ,! J(F ) by the construction, F





 3) implies that such a covering is not cyclic. Now F admits
two coverings such that neither of them factors through the other (by Lemma 1.5). So J(F )















(1.12) For any given surjective morphism b:B ! C
d
, let f :S ! B be the pullback of f
X;
X
under base change b. Assume that f has a section s. Let B
o
be the Zariski open subset of B




! B be the inclusion. For each t 2 B
o
, composing







































induced by the '
t












Q is the rst




(B; Q) ! H
1







Consequently, we have q
f
 2. On the other hand, since f is of variable moduli, we have that
q
f
< 3. So f is of type (X;
X
). This proves (1.4.1).






















automorphisms. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
2. Remarks and examples
Remark 2.1. Notations as in section 1. By the proof of (1.4.1), if f
X;
X





= 2, and f
X;
X
itself is of type (X;
X





= 2 or not.
Remark 2.2. Let f :S ! B be a ber surface of genus 3 of variable moduli with q
f
= 2 of type
(X;
X




i f is bielliptic (that is, its general
ber is bielliptic). Theorem 0.2 in [Ca] is incorrect as stated. We note that 
0
:F ! A (p.285,
line 12 from below) is birational and not an embedding in general. The corrected version of
Theorem 0.2 in [Ca] should be read as follows
Let f :S ! B be a bielliptic ber surface of genus 3 with q
f
= 2. Suppose that f is of
variable moduli. Then f is associated to f
 
for some ,  
 1
(A), and some A 2 A
2
.
The proof of the above statement is simple: let :F ! E
F
be the bielliptic cover given by




is isogenous to the constant
part A
f
of the Jacobian bration of f . So A is independent of the choice of F since f is of
variable moduli. Since :F ! E
F
is bielliptic, F ,! A by [Ba, Prop. 1.8]. So F denes a
polarization 
A









)). We get the result by copying the last paragraph of section
3 in [Ca].
Now we give examples of ber surfaces of genus 3 with q
f
= 2 not covered by Theorem 1.4.
Example 2.3. Examples of ber surfaces of genus 3 of type (X;
X
) with X non-simple.
Given six distinct points p
i






































































is irreducible of arithmetic genus 5 with exactly two nodes. Let
C be the normalization of C
0
. Denote also by q
j























be the blowing up of the base points of jCj on A
j





of genus 3 of variable moduli with q
f










). (Note that f is of
variable moduli since the Albanese map S ! Alb(S) is birational.)




(i = 1; 2) be a curve of genus g
i
with an automorphism 
i
of order 2. Assume
that g
1
= 3, and 
1
acts freely on C
1

























Since any ber surface of constant moduli is birationally isomorphic to a product of two
curves dividing by a nite group, it's easy to see that any ber surface f :S ! B of constant
moduli of genus 3 with q
f
= 2 is isomorphic to the one given above.
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